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Chance in a Lifetime
Examines the diverse ways in which human heredity
is linked to the rest of the natural world and analyzes
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Flint Lockwood Saves the World . . .
Again!
A newsbreaking memoir that tackles head-on the
toughest challenge in the world today. When a dying
King Hussein shocked the world by picking his son
rather than his brother, the longtime crown prince, to
be the next king of Jordan, no one was more surprised
than the young head of Special Operations, who
discovered his life was in for a major upheaval. This is
the inspirational story of a young prince who went to
boarding school in America and military academy in
Britain and grew up believing he would be a soldier.
Back home, he hunted down terrorists and
modernized Jordan's Special Forces. Then, suddenly,
he found himself king. Together with his wife, Queen
Rania, he transformed what it meant to be a monarch,
going undercover to escape the bubble of the court
while she became the Muslim world's most passionate
advocate of women's rights. In this exceptionally
candid memoir, King Abdullah tackles the single
toughest issue he faces head-on- how to solve the
Israeli-Palestinian standoff- and reveals himself to be
an invaluable intermediary between America and the
Arab world. He writes about the impact of the Iraq war
on his neighborhood and how best to tackle Iran's
nuclear ambitions. Why would a sitting head of state
choose to write about the most explosive issues he
faces? King Abdullah does so now because he
believes we face a moment of truth: a last chance for
peace in the Middle East. The prize is enormous, the
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What the Luck?
A powerful message of hope for anyone burdened by
regret and everyone who longs for a fresh start. What
if I told you that you and your not-so-perfect story
have been invited to experience the joy of second
chance living. Your critics and nay-sayers and those
negative voices in your head have defined who you
are and stolen your hopeful future for far too long!
The insecurity, shame, and judgment—That stops
today. This simple guide will show you how your
imperfect life matters in ways you never thought
possible. It will help you see your scars, flaws, and
failures as unfair advantages and gifts that you can
bring to the world. Foster's examination of hope is
one part challenge, two parts encouragement. He
forces the reader to ask the following questions: How
did I lose it? How do I get? How do I give it? Each
question is broken down into core concepts that are
essential to a life devoted to the power of second
chances: awareness, discovery, ownership,
forgiveness, acceptance and freedom. Packed full of
unfiltered honesty and simple next steps, this
manifesto for prodigals, imperfectionists, and
hopesters will help you discover beauty in the
brokenness.

Giving Kids a Fair Chance
In Israel, pilot trainees who were praised for doing
well subsequently performed worse, while trainees
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It is an empirical fact that highly intelligent women
tend to marry men who are less intelligent. Students
who get the highest scores in third grade generally
get lower scores in fourth grade.And yet, it's wrong to
conclude that screaming is not more effective in pilot
training, women choose men whose intelligence does
not intimidate them, or schools are failing third
graders. In fact, there's one reason for each of these
empirical facts: Statistics. Specifically, a statical
concept called Regression to the Mean.Regression to
the mean seeks to explain, with statistics, the role of
luck in our day to day lives. An insufficient
appreciation of luck and chance can wreak all kinds of
mischief in sports, education, medicine, business,
politics, and more. It can lead us to see illness when
we are not sick and to see cures when treatments are
worthless. Perfectly natural random variation can lead
us to attach meaning to the
meaningless.Freakonomics showed how economic
calculations can explain seemingly counterintuitive
decision-making. Thinking, Fast and Slow, helped
readers identify a host of small cognitive errors that
can lead to miscalculations and irrational thought.Â In
What the Luck?, statistician and author Gary Smith
sets himself a similar goal, and explains--in clear,
understandable, and witty prose--how a statistical
understanding of luckÂ can change the way we see
just about every aspect of our livesand can help us
learn to rely less on random chance, and more on
truth.

A World of Chance
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a first crush
Stevie makes
a wish for something new and daring in this authentic,
funny Sisters Club adventure. (Age 10 and up) As the
middle sister in a family with three girls, Stevie Reel
doesn’t know much about boys, and that’s always
been just fine with her. But lately, things have been
changing: kids at school are starting to pair up, and
Owen, the new boy in her Earth Science class, seems
to have his sights set on Stevie. The trouble is, Stevie
doesn’t want a boyfriend- she’s not even sure she’s
ready to have a boy friend. And her sisters, who know
exactly where they stand on the issue of boys, are no
help: drama queen Alex is busy trying to orchestrate
a perfect, Romeo-and-Juliet-style first kiss from her
heartthrob, Scott Towel (er, Howell), while Joey can’t
understand why anyone would like a boy better than
a frog anyway. If only figuring out boys were as easy
as predicting the weather!

Chance or the Dance? 2nd Edition
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where
fake news stories and Internet conspiracy theories
play to a disaffected American populace “A glorious
book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the
first page to the last, this book is a manifesto for clear
thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make
intelligent decisions about our increasingly technologydriven lives if we don’t understand the difference
between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable
hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author
and distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan argues that
scientific thinking is critical not only to the pursuit of
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institutions. Casting a wide net through history and
culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively debunks
such celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft,
faith healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet,
disturbingly, in today's so-called information age,
pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories of alien
abduction, channeling past lives, and communal
hallucinations commanding growing attention and
respect. As Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence,
the siren song of unreason is not just a cultural wrong
turn but a dangerous plunge into darkness that
threatens our most basic freedoms. Praise for The
Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A stirring
defense of informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising
information and beautiful writing.”—The Washington
Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear
vision of what good science means and why it makes
a difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science
and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained
credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San
Francisco Examiner-Chronicle

Empire of Chance
The #1 New York Times bestseller from “one of
America’s most hilarious and provocative writers . . . a
volatile brew of one-liners and vitriol” (Time).
Renowned for his cranky conservative humor, P. J.
O’Rourke runs hilariously amok in this book, tackling
the death of communism; his frustration with
sanctimonious liberals; and Saddam Hussein in a
series of classic dispatches from his coverage of the
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comments, “It looked like all the worst rock bands in
the world had stayed there at the same time.” On
Saddam Hussein, O’Rourke muses: “He’s got chemical
weapons filled with . . . with . . . chemicals. Maybe
he’s got The Bomb. And missiles that can reach
Riyadh, Tel Aviv, Spokane. Stock up on nonperishable
foodstuffs. Grab those Diet Coke cans you were
supposed to take to the recycling center and fill them
with home heating oil. Bury the Hummel figurines in
the yard. We’re all going to die. Details at eleven.”
And on the plague of celebrity culture, he notes: “You
can’t shame or humiliate modern celebrities. What
used to be called shame and humiliation is now called
publicity.” Mordant and utterly irreverent, this is a
modern classic from one of our great political satirists,
described by Christopher Buckley as being “like S. J.
Perelman on acid.” “Mocking on the surface but
serious beneath . . . When it comes to scouting the
world for world-class absurdities, O’Rourke is the right
man for the job.” —Los Angeles Times Book Review
“The funniest writer in America.” —The Wall Street
Journal

Give War a Chance
Chronicles the author's life and his hope and
determination that helped to transform him from a
neglected, orphaned toddler to a successful adult.

Time and Chance
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You Rise Glorious
The reader's decisions determine whether Max and
Onda will succeed in their travels through Xanth in
search of Beryl, the missing mate of Brun, Xanth's
chief Bluebird of Happiness

Not a Chance
In this new edition of a modern classic, Thomas
Howard contrasts the Christian and secular
worldviews, refreshing our minds with the illuminated
vision of reality that inspired the world in times past
and showing us that we cannot live meaningful lives
without it. Howard explains in clear and beautiful
prose the way materialism robs us of beauty, depth,
and truth. With laser precision and lyrical ponderings
he takes us through the dismal reductionist view of
the world to the shimmering significance of the world
as sign and sacrament. More timely now than when it
was first written, this book is a prophetic examination
of modern society's conscience.

Half the World Half a Chance
Anders Engberg-Pedersen shows how the Napoleonic
Wars inspired a new discourse on knowledge in the
West. Soldiers returning from battle were forced to
reconsider what it is possible to know and how
decisions are made in a fog of imperfect knowledge.
Chance no longer appeared exceptional but
normative—a prism for understanding the modern
world.
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Given Half a Chance
The Wheels of Chance is an early comic novel by H. G.
Wells about an August 1895 cycling holiday,
somewhat in the style of Three Men in a Boat. In 1922
it was adapted into a silent film The Wheels of Chance
directed by Harold M. Shaw.

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs
Although financial markets often try to distance
themselves from gambling, the two factors have far
more in common than usually thought. When,
historically there were no financial institutions such as
banks, lotteries constituted the ways by which
expensive items were disposed of, and governments
raised money quickly. Gambling tables fulfilled roles
that venture capital and banking do today.
"Gamblers" created clearinghouses and sustained
liquidity. When those gamblers bet on price
distributions in futures markets, they were redefined
as "speculators." Today they are called "hedge fund
managers" or "bankers." Though the names have
changed, the actions undertaken have essentially
stayed the same. This book shows how discussion on
"chance," "risk," "gambling," "insurance," and
"speculation" illuminates where societies stood,
where we are today, and where we may be heading.

The Sisters Club: Cloudy with a Chance
of Boys
Invisible student Kyle Stilleno is toiling through his
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Could the promise of love with baseball star Brad
Graymark be more than just a fairy tale?

Second Chance - Export Ed
“This lively appreciation of one of the most
intimidating and massive novels ever written should
persuade many hesitant readers to try scaling the
heights of War and Peace sooner rather than later”
(Publishers Weekly). Considered by many critics the
greatest novel ever written, War and Peace is also
one of the most feared. And at 1,500 pages, it’s no
wonder why. Still, in July 2009 Newsweek put War and
Peace at the top of its list of 100 great novels and a
2007 edition of the AARP Bulletin included the novel
in their list of the top four books everybody should
read by the age of fifty. A New York Times survey
from 2009 identified War and Peace as the world
classic you’re most likely to find people reading on
their subway commute to work. What might all those
Newsweek devotees, senior citizens, and harried
commuters see in a book about the Napoleonic Wars
in the early 1800s? War and Peace is many things. It
is a love story, a family saga, a war novel. But at its
core it’s a novel about human beings attempting to
create a meaningful life for themselves in a country
torn apart by war, social change, political intrigue,
and spiritual confusion. It is a mirror of our times.
Give War and Peace a Chance takes readers on a
journey through War and Peace that reframes their
very understanding of what it means to live through
troubled times and survive them. Touching on a broad
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to death, Kaufman demonstrates how Tolstoy’s
wisdom can help us live fuller, more meaningful lives.
The ideal companion to War and Peace, this book
“makes Tolstoy’s characters lively and palpable…and
may well persuade readers to finally dive into one of
the world’s most acclaimed—and daunting—novels”
(Kirkus Reviews).

The Demon-Haunted World
"Fascinating and exhilarating—Sean B. Carroll at his
very best."—Bill Bryson, author of The Body: A Guide
for Occupants From acclaimed writer and biologist
Sean B. Carroll, a rollicking, awe-inspiring story of the
surprising power of chance in our lives and the world
Why is the world the way it is? How did we get here?
Does everything happen for a reason or are some
things left to chance? Philosophers and theologians
have pondered these questions for millennia, but
startling scientific discoveries over the past half
century are revealing that we live in a world driven by
chance. A Series of Fortunate Events tells the story of
the awesome power of chance and how it is the
surprising source of all the beauty and diversity in the
living world. Like every other species, we humans are
here by accident. But it is shocking just how many
things—any of which might never have occurred—had
to happen in certain ways for any of us to exist. From
an extremely improbable asteroid impact, to the wild
gyrations of the Ice Age, to invisible accidents in our
parents' gonads, we are all here through an
astonishing series of fortunate events. And chance
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between our life and death. This is a relatively small
book about a really big idea. It is also a spirited tale.
Drawing inspiration from Monty Python, Kurt
Vonnegut, and other great thinkers, and crafted by
one of today's most accomplished science
storytellers, A Series of Fortunate Events is an
irresistibly entertaining and thought-provoking
account of one of the most important but least
appreciated facts of life.

Chance in Hell
Current social and education policies directed toward
children focus on improving cognition, yet success in
life requires more than smarts. Heckman calls for a
refocus of social policy toward early childhood
interventions designed to enhance both cognitive
abilities and such non-cognitive skills as confidence
and perseverance. This new focus on preschool
intervention would emphasize improving the early
environments of disadvantaged children and
increasing the quality of parenting while respecting
the primacy of the family and America's cultural
diversity. Heckman shows that acting early has much
greater positive economic and social impact than
later interventions -- which range from reduced pupilteacher ratios to adult literacy programs to
expenditures on police -- that draw the most attention
in the public policy debate. At a time when state and
local budgets for early interventions are being cut,
Heckman issues an urgent call for action and offers
some practical steps for how to design and pay for
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Chance in the House of Fate
Taking a Chance on God explores how lesbians and
gay men can claim both a positive gay identity and a
fulfilling life of Christian faith. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

What Chance in the World
The much-anticipated sequel to Cloudy with a Chance
of Meatballs hits theaters on September 27, 2013!
This fun-filled storybook retelling of the Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs 2 is perfect for the youngest
fans! This story recounts the adventures of Flint and
his friends in Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2.
Flint Lockwood is back—and so is his FLDSMDFR
machine. This time, it’s creating living foodimals that
are jeopardizing the cleanup on the island. Can Flint
Lockwood save the world again? TM & © 2013 Sony
Pictures Animation Inc. All Rights Reserved.

A CHANCE IN THE WORLD
Despite claiming unbelief in God or any higher power
that may have designed or created the world and all
that is in it, modern scientists often write and speak
of chance as some kind of being or force that can
cause things to happen. In one breath they push the
evolution agenda and in the next they say that
creatures were "designed" with specific traits. In this
classic book, R. C. Sproul and Keith Mathison call the
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clarity in their
discourse, to leave the word chance as an abstract
concept to describe mathematical possibilities rather
than an ontological being that can actually cause
change. This expanded edition includes a new chapter
dealing with the most recent attempts to defend
irrational scientific statements. Two new appendices
answer critics and review other literature on scientific
discoveries that support belief in a Creator God.

A Series of Fortunate Events
A clarification of a book written about the Pemberton
family that is based on hearsay and a creative
imagination

Give War and Peace a Chance
Chance in Hell tells the story about a little orphan girl
who lives in the slum of slums. Nobody knows who
she is or where she's from, but her fellow shantytown
inhabitants collectively look over her. The three-act
story follows our heroine as she is adopted by a
decent man who raises her well, and she eventually
marries a kind, well-to-do man, only to discover that
she can't relate to the good life and the comforts it
provides. This is the first in a series of standalone
stories depicting the fictional filmography of Gilbert's
Love and Rockets character, the B-movie actress
Fritz.

A Chance for Change
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A Chance in the World
Chronicles the author's life and his hope and
determination that helped to transform him from a
neglected, orphaned toddler to a successful adult.

A Chance in the World
In this charming sequel to the classic Cloudy With a
Chance of Meatballs, Kate and Henry eagerly await
Grandpa's return from a vacation that his postcard
says has been one of the best and most unusual ever.
Thinking about that postcard Kate drifts off to sleep
that night and "With Henry as my co-pilot" she visits
the strange land of Chewandswallow -- a land
characterized by massive amounts of food, immense
carrots, leafy jungles of lettuce, and tuna fish
sandwiches so gigantic they have to be moved by
helicopter. What the people of Chewandswallow are
doing with all that food is most intriguing of all. Fans
of Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs will applaud this
return trip with its underlying message of generosity
and a world community.

Does Ethics Have a Chance in a World of
Consumers?
What is gender, and why is it a development issue?
How can development projects and programmes take
gender-related issues into account? This book
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many current development initiatives.

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs 3
Given Half a Chance is both a snapshot of our world
and a call to arms, setting out the most pressing
environmental challenges that we face while making
a passionate case for why we need to meet them.
From fields of solar panels in Nevada to the
flourishing agricultural landscapes of Ethiopia; from
the traditional water harvesters of northern Rajasthan
to Britain’s inspiring waste campaigners; from the
savannas of Northern Kenya teeming with elephants
to the clear skies above Scandinavian cities, amazing
things are happening right now across the world.
People are acting with hope and courage, against all
the odds, to make things better. The challenge before
us is to go to scale and to replicate these successful
approaches elsewhere, fast: this book draws on
firsthand experience and interviews with many of the
world’s leading experts to show how.

Tales From Foster High
Baby Boy Fisher was raised in institutions from the
moment of his birth in prison to a single mother. He
ultimately came to live with a foster family, where he
endured near-constant verbal and physical abuse. In
his mid-teens he escaped and enlisted in the navy,
where he became a man of the world, raised by the
family he created for himself. Finding Fish shows how,
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this unlikely
mix
of deprivation
and hope, an
artist was born -- first as the child who painted the
feelings his words dared not speak, then as a poet
and storyteller who would eventually become one of
Hollywood's most sought-after screenwriters. A
tumultuous and ultimately gratifying tale of selfdiscovery written in Fisher's gritty yet melodic literary
voice, Finding Fish is an unforgettable reading
experience.

Accidental Genius
A heart-rending but uplifting story of the human
spirit’s ability to prevail. From the day he is five-yearsold and dropped off at his foster home of the next
eleven years, Stephen is mentally and physically
tortured. No one in the system can help him. No one
can tell him if he has a family. No one can tell him
why, with obvious African-American features, he has
the last name of Klakowicz. Along the way, a single
faint light comes only from a neighbor’s small acts of
kindness and caring—and a box of books. From one of
those books he learns that he has to fight in any way
he can—for victory is in the battle. His victory is to
excel in school. Against all odds, the author
succeeded. He attended college, graduated, became
a successful corporate executive, and married a
wonderful woman with whom he established a loving
family of his own. Through it, he dug voraciously
through records and files and found his history, his
birth family—and the ultimate disappointment as
some family members embrace him, but others reject
him. Readers won’t be the same after reading this
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hurts and
despair but also in the triumph against daunting
obstacles. They will share this story with their family,
with their friends, with their neighbors.

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2
Movie Novelization
After destroying the food machine, Flint Lockwood
and the people of Swallow Falls are relocated to the
Live Corp headquarters while Flint's hero, Chester V
takes charge of the cleanup efforts.

Pickles to Pittsburgh
Imagine if food fell from the sky like rain… wouldn't it
be great? Or would it? This is what happened in the
tiny town of Chewandswallow. In many ways it was
much the same as any other small town, except for
the weather… which came three times a day, at
breakfast, lunch and dinner. Sometimes it rained soup
and juice, or snowed mashed potatoes, once or twice
it even blew up a storm of hamburgers. Life was
pretty delicious in Chewandswallow…until the
weather took a turn for the worse!

Taking a Chance on God
This book is an attempt to get to the bottom of an
acute and perennial tension between our best
scientific pictures of the fundamental physical
structure of the world and our everyday empirical
experience of it. The trouble is about the direction of
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time. The
situation
briefly)
is that
it is a
consequence of almost every one of those
fundamental scientific pictures--and that it is at the
same time radically at odds with our common
sense--that whatever can happen can just as naturally
happen backwards. Albert provides an
unprecedentedly clear, lively, and systematic new
account--in the context of a Newtonian-Mechanical
picture of the world--of the ultimate origins of the
statistical regularities we see around us, of the
temporal irreversibility of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, of the asymmetries in our
epistemic access to the past and the future, and of
our conviction that by acting now we can affect the
future but not the past. Then, in the final section of
the book, he generalizes the Newtonian picture to the
quantum-mechanical case and (most interestingly)
suggests a very deep potential connection between
the problem of the direction of time and the quantummechanical measurement problem. The book aims to
be both an original contribution to the present
scientific and philosophical understanding of these
matters at the most advanced level, and something in
the nature of an elementary textbook on the subject
accessible to interested high-school students. Table of
Contents: Preface 1. Time-Reversal Invariance 2.
Thermodynamics 3. Statistical Mechanics 4. The
Reversibility Objections and the Past-Hypothesis 5.
The Scope of Thermodynamics 6. The Asymmetries of
Knowledge and Intervention 7. Quantum Mechanics
Appendix: Gedankenexperiments with Heat Engines
Index Reviews of this book: The foundations of
statistical mechanisms are often presented in physics
textbooks in a rather obscure and confused way. By
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subject, Time and Chance can do quite a lot to
improve this situation. --Jean Bricmont, Science Albert
is perfecting a style of foundational analysis that is
uniquely his ownIt has a surgical precisionand it is
ruthless with pretensions. The foundations of
thermodynamics is a topic that has accumulated a
good deal of dead wood; this is a fire that will burn
and burn. --Simon W. Saunders, Oxford University As
usual with Albert's work, the exposition is brisk and to
the point, and exceptionally clearThe book will be an
extremely valuable contribution to the literature on
the subject of philosophical issues in thermodynamics
and statistical mechanics, a literature which has been
thin on the ground but is now growing as it deserves
to. --Lawrence Sklar, University of Michigan

The Wheels of Chance
He was her eyes, guiding her through the darkness
and always at her side. She showed him the light of
compassion, life, and love. The bond they shared
together was beautiful and unbreakable. Then one
day, everything changed. In only his third year as a
guide dog, the world overturned for Chance. He came
face-to-face with one of the most difficult struggles in
life. His routine and his heart broken, Chance needs to
find the strength and the will to move forward beyond
the pain to what is next in life. He will journey to fulfill
his destiny while discovering the rest of the human
world and who he is in the process. In his new phase
of life, Chance is partnered with a special young boy
named Ethan, who teaches him new levels of
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strength.
The way this
new understanding shapes Chance enables this very
unique dog to touch the lives of others around him in
times of both joy and sorrow. Everything is truly
tested when what Chance loves and what he fears
collide in a crucial decision--which must be made
within a split second. In Chance in a Lifetime, the
story of a guide dog's journey unravels through his
own eyes, the same eyes that see for those who
cannot see themselves. Through his unique
perspective, readers discover the good in animals and
people alike, and the beauty of the bonds between
them.

Fooled by Randomness
Bauman urges us to think in new ways about a newly
flexible, newly challenging modern world. In an era of
routine travel, where most people circulate widely,
the inherited beliefs that aid our thinking about the
world have become an obstacle. He challenges
members of the “knowledge class” to overcome their
estrangement from the rest of society.

Our Last Best Chance
Cloudy with a chance of…pie?! An all-new Cloudy with
a Chance of Meatballs adventure takes foodie fun
to—Mars! Breaking News: Astronauts Land on Mars!
Kate and Henry can hardly believe their eyes.
Astronauts have landed on Mars! And their first
discovery there? A thick glutinous substance that
seems to be falling from the sky. A substance not
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it be raining pies
on Mars? Suddenly, Mars seems a whole lot more
inviting—and delicious!—than it ever has before. And
more will be revealed. Because it just so happens that
Grandpa has some very personal experience with
these Martians. And, even more importantly, with the
pies.

Ghost of a Chance
Many of the greatest eureka moments in human
history were chance discoveries that led to worldchanging inventions and ideas. This book takes you
on a tour of the scientific and technological
advancements where leaps of faith, unexpected
inspiration, and sudden shifts of understanding
brought about overnight changes in our perception of
the world.

Chance in the World
Fooled by Randomness is a standalone book in
Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series, an
investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability,
human error, risk, and decision-making in a world we
don’t understand. The other books in the series are
The Black Swan, Antifragile, Skin in the Game, and
The Bed of Procrustes. Fooled by Randomness is the
word-of-mouth sensation that will change the way you
think about business and the world. Nassim Nicholas
Taleb–veteran trader, renowned risk expert,
polymathic scholar, erudite raconteur, and New York
Times bestselling author of The Black Swan–has
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on its head what
we believe about luck and skill. This book is about
luck–or more precisely, about how we perceive and
deal with luck in life and business. Set against the
backdrop of the most conspicuous forum in which luck
is mistaken for skill–the world of trading–Fooled by
Randomness provides captivating insight into one of
the least understood factors in all our lives. Writing in
an entertaining narrative style, the author tackles
major intellectual issues related to the
underestimation of the influence of happenstance on
our lives. The book is populated with an array of
characters, some of whom have grasped, in their own
way, the significance of chance: the baseball legend
Yogi Berra; the philosopher of knowledge Karl Popper;
the ancient world’s wisest man, Solon; the modern
financier George Soros; and the Greek voyager
Odysseus. We also meet the fictional Nero, who
seems to understand the role of randomness in his
professional life but falls victim to his own
superstitious foolishness. However, the most
recognizable character of all remains unnamed–the
lucky fool who happens to be in the right place at the
right time–he embodies the “survival of the least fit.”
Such individuals attract devoted followers who believe
in their guru’s insights and methods. But no one can
replicate what is obtained by chance. Are we capable
of distinguishing the fortunate charlatan from the
genuine visionary? Must we always try to uncover
nonexistent messages in random events? It may be
impossible to guard ourselves against the vagaries of
the goddess Fortuna, but after reading Fooled by
Randomness we can be a little better prepared.
Named by Fortune One of the Smartest Books of All
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Love with a Chance of Drowning
In this innovative study, Crystal Sanders explores how
working-class black women, in collaboration with the
federal government, created the Child Development
Group of Mississippi (CDGM) in 1965, a Head Start
program that not only gave poor black children
access to early childhood education but also provided
black women with greater opportunities for political
activism during a crucial time in the unfolding of the
civil rights movement. Women who had previously
worked as domestics and sharecroppers secured jobs
through CDGM as teachers and support staff and
earned higher wages. The availability of jobs
independent of the local white power structure
afforded these women the freedom to vote in
elections and petition officials without fear of reprisal.
But CDGM's success antagonized segregationists at
both the local and state levels who eventually
defunded it. Tracing the stories of the more than
2,500 women who staffed Mississippi's CDGM
preschool centers, Sanders's book remembers women
who went beyond teaching children their shapes and
colors to challenge the state's closed political system
and white supremacist ideology and offers a profound
example for future community organizing in the
South.

Finding Fish
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New love.
Exotic
destinations.
A once-in-a-lifetime
adventure. What could go wrong? City girl Torre
DeRoche isn't looking for love, but a chance
encounter in a San Francisco bar sparks an instant
connection with a soulful Argentinean man who
unexpectedly sweeps her off her feet. The problem?
He's just about to cast the dock lines and voyage
around the world on his small sailboat, and Torre is
terrified of deep water. However, lovesick Torre
determines that to keep the man of her dreams, she
must embark on the voyage of her nightmares, so she
waves good-bye to dry land and braces for a lifechanging journey that's as exhilarating as it is
terrifying. Somewhere mid-Pacific, she finds herself
battling to keep the old boat, the new relationship,
and her floundering sanity afloat. . . . This sometimes
hilarious, often harrowing, and always poignant
memoir is set against a backdrop of the world's most
beautiful and remote destinations. Equal parts love
story and travel memoir, Love with a Chance of
Drowning is witty, charming, and proof positive that
there are some risks worth taking.
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